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OBJECTIVES 

When you have finished this program you will be able to: 

1. State the purpose of the constant speed drive. 

2. State the location of the CSD oil tank. 

3. List the purposes of the stand pipe in the CSD oil tank. 

4. State the location of the CSD oil cooler. 

5. List the speed controls for the CSD. 

6. State the purpose of the underspeed switch. 

7. List the conditions that will cause the overheat light to illuminate. 

8. State the action to be taken when the overheat light illuminates. 

9. State the action to be taken when the oil temperature indicator is in the 

caution range. 

10. State the action to be taken when the oil temperature indicator indicates 

180°C (RED LINE). 

11. State the location of the CSD Disconnect switch. 

12. List the conditions necessary to reset the CSD Disconnect unit. 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STUDENT 

This booklet consists of statements or frames of instructions. Each frame 

will have a blank or blanks for you to fill in, or a question for you to answer. 

The correct answer or response will be shown to you at the beginning of the next 

frame. Check it with your answer. If your answer is correct, go to the next 

frame and continue. If your answer is wrong, correct it and then continue with 

the next frame. If, at any time, you need to go back and review previous frames, 

feel free to do so. 

·-
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The C-141 aircraft uses a 200/115 volt, 400 cycle three phase AC power 

system as the primary source of electrical power. In flight this is supplied 

by FOUR engine-dPiven generators. 

The generators MUST, however, keep a constant speed to maintain a 400 cycles 

per second (CPS) output. How is this accomplished? 

Constant generator speed is maintained by a CONSTANT SPEED DRIVE unit 

serving as a hydraulic coupling between the engines and generators. 

The primary purpose, then, of the Constant Speed Drive is to: 

( ) a. serve as a hydraulic coupling between the engines and generators. 

( ~ b. drive the generator at a constant speed. 
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(y{) b. drive th~ generator at a constant speed. 
-. 

Although the Constant Speed Drive (CSD) also serves as a hydraulic coupling 

between the ~ngine and the generator, the primary purpose of the CSD is to drive 

the generator at a constant speed. 

There are two brand names of CSD units used on the C-141 which are GENERAL 

ELECTRIC and SUNDSTRAND. Both units are basically the same and serve the same 

purpose. 

These units are interchangable, so your aircraft may be equipped with either 

or BOTH the GE or 'SUND~T~PI. ND units. ------------
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General Electric or Sundstrand 

Each engine has a CSD located at the 6 o'clock position on the forward side 

of the main aaaessory drive. 

Each unit has its own oil supply from a CSD oil tank, LOCATED on the left 

forward side of the engine fan aase. 

CSD 
OIL TANK 

CSD 
UNIT 

1. The CSD unit is located at the (p o'('Loe.J<.. position on the forward 

side of the ..~.f\1~&~\ ""''-----

2. The CSD oil tank is located on the ..JL=E~F..;.:r ____ _ 

side of the engine ---:~~r:.._tJ ___ ~C~A~S::.:6:=;-___ _ 
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I. 6 o'clock 2. left forward 

~ accessory drive fan case 

STAND PIPE 

Notice that the oil tank has a stand pipe. Interesting huh! Well, there is 

a purpose for it, ~o purposes in fact. 

1. One purpose is to insure a positive oil supply during negative "G" 

operation. During a negative "G" operation the oil moves toward the top of the 

oil tank, but the supply line still has a positive oil supply because of the 

-"P__.1 p....._-e _______ in the oil tank. 

2. The second purpose of the STAND PIPE is to reserve the last three quarts 

of oil in the CSD oil tank for the Thrust Reversers. The CSD system can only 

use the oil down to the top of the _......;..S......;..IA_t-...J_C> __ ......;..p_,""p-==E:....---- -------
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1. stand E!E_. 

2. stand E!E_. 

CAUTION: 

Although the stand pipe will reserve the last three quarts of oil for the 

Thrust Reversers, you should know that, if the CSD is disconnected because of 

possible loss of oil, the Thrust Reversers MAY NOT OPERATE. 

Why? 

Because the loss of oil may be due to a leak in the Thrust Reverser System. 

So, remember that if the CSD has been disconnected because of oil loss, the 

Thrust Reversers fvlP.y b}o'i' q?!:R&-c§ 
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may not operate. 

We have said that the two purposes of the stand pipe in the CSD oil tank 

are to: 

1. insure a positive oil supply to the CSD when the aircraft is in a 

---------operation. 

2. reserve the last three quarts of oil for the Thrust Reverser system in 

the event of a leak in the C... 5 D oil system. 
--=~-----
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1. negative "G" 

2. CSD 

Another component in the oil system you should know about is the CSD OIL 

COOLER. The CSD Oil Cooler is an AIR to OIL type cooler located in the LEFT 

REAR FAN DUCT of each engine. 

There are four CSD oil coolers on the aircraft. One located in the 

_D;;;....v;..<:.....;.T..;.._ ___ of each engine. 

cso 
OIL COOLER 
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left· rear fan duct 

Now, let's review some of the important points we have covered. 

1. The purpose of the CSD is to Coi\J~IA.Ni SpEED o!= G6N. 

Pl2-o'f IDG ~rt> Covp(..'"-'<1 G ... u; 'To G61\J 

2. The two types of cso units are .....:..G-=:---=5=--_¢.:-_S_·_~~ _v_I\..J_D.;;;5_1_~_~_u_o;..... __ and 

3. How many CSD units are on the aircraft? ~ 
---~------

4. Identify the following units. 

5. List the two purposes of the stand pipe in the CSD oil tank. 

a. '?'-'=:.11\\le ~"PP \y D"->~1.-...JG ~£4 ~G s·· 
I 

b. RssE~v{; ~ ~3 Fa~ \Rs 
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1. Drive the generator at a constant speed. 

2. General Electric and Sundstrand. 

3. Four 

4. 

CSO OIL TANK CSD UNIT CSD OIL COOLER 

5. a. insure a positive oil supply during negative "G" operation. 

b. reserve the last three quarts of oil for the Thrust Reversers if the 

CSD develops a leak. 
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Now let's see how the CSD operates. 

First, it maintains constant generator speed to produce a constant 400 cycles 

per second (CPS) output at 54% N2 RPM to 100% N2 RPM. This constant speed is 

maintained by the use of SPEED CONTROLS. 

What devices cause the CSD to drive the generator at a constant 400 CPS 

output at 54% to 100% N2 RPM? 

CorvT~t-5 
-------------------------
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speed controls. 

There are TWO speed controls for the CSD, a FLYWEIGHT GOVERNOR and LOAD 

CONTROLLER. 

Let's discuss them one at a time. 

First, the FLYWEIGHT GOVERNOR. This is a mechanical, speed sensing device 

which keeps the CSD at a constant speed that provides a generator output of 400 

CPS ~ 6 during isoLated operation. During isolated operation the frequency is 

NOT allowed to vary more than + 6 CPS because of the fLy Lv G1G H T 

Gov-614.JofZ.. 

NOTE: This does NOT mean the frequency can fluctuate. It must remain 

constant and within 6 cycles of 400 CPS. 
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flxweight governor. 

The flyweight governor makes coarse speed adjustments (+ 6 CPS) which are 

NOT accurate enough for parallel generator operation. This is why we need the 

second speed cont.rot~ the LOAD CONTROLLER. 

The LOAD CONTROLLER makes fine speed adjustments and insures proper load 

sharing of each generator. During parallel operation each generator is made 

to carry its proper share of the load, because of the loAD -------------
~M~~~LE~ 
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load controller. 

The LOAD CONTROLLER provides an electric trim to the CSD governor which keeps 

each generator at the desired output. If one generator tries to carry more than 

its share of the load, the condition is sensed and co~~ected by the Load 

Controller. 

By the same token, if a generator is NOT carrying its share of the load, the 

condition will be sensed and ao:rTected by the LoAP CoiiJT/2..oLLGi!_ 
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load controller. 

The frequency is NOT allowed to fluctuate more than + ~o CPS. When the 

CSD is operating properly, the frequency will remain constant. 

Frequency fluctuation greater than ~ TWO CPS about a mean frequency 

indicates a malfunction in the CSD; therefore, the CSD should be Disconnected 

immediately. 

A B 

Which of these indications should cause you to disconnect the CSD? 

( ) A. 

( ~B. 
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B 

Illustration "B" shows a fluctuation GREATER than + 2 CPS, so you should 

disconnect the CSD. 

CAUTION: 

DO NOT 
DISCONNECT DISCONNECT 

DO NOT misinterpret + 2 CPS. This means + 2 CPS and - 2 CPS which allows 
4 CPS fluctuation. If the frequency fluctuates greater than 4 CPS, disconnect 
the CSD. 

Each CSD has a built-in underspeed switch. The purpose of the Underspeed 

switch is to prevent the generator from being connected to the system until it 

is up to speed (380- 400 CPS). 

The generator can NOT be connected to the system until it is up to speed 

because of the __ __;;v;...;fJ_D..;;E;.;.~.;..~~I'.:..' t:::;;;.-.:;;E~D;.,_. ______ switch. 
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underspeed 

Each CSD also has a built-in overspeed control. 

In the event of an overspeed, on the General Electric CSD, the Overspeed 

Control will lock the CSD in an underspeed oondition. The condition will 

automatically reset when the CSD is shut down, but it can NOT be reset in flight. 

The Sundstrand CSD can NOT overspeed because of a Pressure relief valve 

built into the unit which automatically compensates for .an overspeed condition. 

The electrical system can NOT be exposed to excessively HIGH FREQUENCY 

because of·the OVE~SpE6P controls. 

" 



• 
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overs peed 

Since the CSD is a hydraulic unit, it is important to monitor the temperature 

of the oil in the system. An oil temperature indicator for each CSD unit is 

located on the Flight Engineer's EZectrical Control Panel. 

There are four CSD oil temperature indicators, one for each CSD unit located 
r 

on the ---.J.F_._r:;_~ .;.•_s ____ _____ ..,..,.....;..... _____ electrical control panel. 
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Flight Engineer ' s 

TI1e normal operating range is from - 50°C to + 135 °C and is indicated by a 

green l.ine . 

A yeZZow Line on the indicator, from 135°C to 180°C , indicates a caution 

range . 

Jao<>c 
CAUTION .r 
RANGE 1 

~oc 
\.~'";J 

The CSD can continue to operate in the caution range for a limited time 

only . 

If the CSD oil temperature indicator shows a reading in the caution range 

you should : 

( ) continue operations as normal . 

( ~ ) consult emergency procedures in Section III of the -1 T.O. 

CHECK your answer on the next page. 
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( ) consult emergency procedures in Section I II of the -1 T .0. 

The emergency procedures in Section III of the -1 T. O. will give you the 

following operating limitations . Look them over, but don ' t bother to memor l zo 

them at this time . 

135°C for 40 minutes 
145°C for 20 minutes 
155°C for 15 minutes 
165°C for 4 minutes 
170°C for 1 minute 

Should the temperature reach 180°C (RED LINE) immediately disconnect tho CSD. 

lfuat action should you take in the situation above? 

( ) Continue operation. 

( vJ Disconnect the CSD immediately . 
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( ) disconnect the CSD immediately. 

Each CSD also has an overheat 1 i ght located just belmv the CSD oi 1 temperature 

indicator on the Flight Engineer's Electrical Control Panel. 

There are two conditions that can cause this light to illuminate: 

(1) CSD overheat. 

(2) CSD oil pressure low. 

In either case if the light illuminates you should immediately ()1 ~( . 

the CSD . 
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disconnect 

The CSD overheat light should iZZuminate before engine start because of Zow 

oiZ pressure . As soon as the engine is started and oil pressure is picked up 

the overheat light should extinguish . 

lfuat action should you take if you get this indication in flight? 

( ) Continue operations as normal. 

( ~) Disconnect Nr . 2 generator CSD. 

( ) Check emergency procedures in Section III of the -1 T.O. 
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( ) Disconnect Nr . 2 generator CSD. 

\fuy would the CSD overheat light illuminate even though oil temperature is 

normal? Because of low oil pressure. 

What action should you take if you receive this indication? 
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( ) Disconnect the Nr. 4-generator CSD. 

NOTE: 

The GENERAL ELECTRIC CSD unit did NOT come equipped with a low oil pressure 
switch. Some General Electric CSD units have been modified by TCTO to install 
a low oil pressure switch; however, all G. E. units have NOT been modified at 
the printing date of this book. 

It's review time again. 

1. The CSD will maintain a constant generator speed to produce a constant 

~ ;t ~ CPS at 54% N2 RPM to 100% N2 RPM. _...;.__ ____ _ 
2. The two speed controls for the CSD are the Ft-yw616$T G6Yc~NDY?. 

and /...oAt> CotV7l2-b LL6R-....:;:..::;.::;.:.;:. ____ _ 
3. Which of these indications shows that you should disconnect the CSD? 

a. (~ b. ( ) 

A B 

4. The purpose of the underspeed switch is to ~~~~(~C1J~~~-~(}~Qv~~~~f~6~R~-
{_;rJTil- rr IS t.-p To Sps;;o 



5 . What two conditions 1~ill cause this light to illuminate? 

6 . \~ith this indication what action should you take? 

cso 
~'200 OIL 

.,o .... \ 
"C - ·. r~o 
o .. ·. 

~ ·'/ 
_ .... ·' -

{ 0\1~ 
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7 . If you receive either of the indications below, you should AI>~r~s~c~·------
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Answers to review questions . 

1 . 400 CPS 

2. Flyweight governor and load controller 

3 . a . ( .,.-) 

4 . prevent the generator from being connected in the systems until it is up to 

speed. 

5 . CSD oil overheat and low CSD oil pressure 

6 . check emergency procedures in Section III of the -1 T.O . 

7 . disconnect the CSD . 

We kno\>' that under certain conditions the CSD must be disconnected, so let's 

discuss the CSD DISCONNECT UNIT . 

The disconnect units are solenoid operated and controlled by switches on the 

Fl ight Engineer's Electrical Control Panel . 

The four CSD Disconnect Switches are located on the Fl-ight Engineer's 

EZeot rioaZ Control Pane l just below the CSD _~::..:....;:'-;;...._ __ _..:..• .::.1=~t.:.:.~~rr-:---- ..::;;-l=.;..;~v..:;o ___ _ 
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Oil Temperature Indicators 

The CSD Disconnect Switch is a GUARDED switch. Why is it guarded? To 

prevent the CSD from being accidentally disconnected. Once the CSD is disconnected 

it can NOT be reset in flight. The CSD reset is manually operated and is only 

accessible from the ground. 

This is a point you should keep in mind. Once you have disconnected the 

CSD, you have lost that genePatoP foP the PemaindeP of the flight~ because the 

CSD disconnect unit can NOT be f;ESt='"T in flight. 
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reset 

To Peset the CSD disconnect unit, the aircraft must be on the ground with 

the engine static. 

DISCONNECT FACE CLUTCH 

RESET KNOB 

This is the CSD Disconnect unit in the disconnect position. To reset the 

unit you must go underneath the engine and pull the RESET KNOB. 

Notice that the Disconnect Face Clutch is gear driven; for this reason, the 

engine must be S-r~tr''- before you reset the unit to prevent damage 

to the gear driven clutch. 
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static 

Caution for ground operation. 

The CSD should NEVER be disconnected when the engine is STATIC or below IDLE 

speed because it will damage the unit. Remember, this is a NO NO! 

You could damage the CSD disconnect unit if you disconnect it when the engine 

is 5-rt::.-rt '- or below X b 1-E ------------------ speed. 
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static idle 

It's review time again. 

1. The CSD disconnect unit is controlled by a guarded ~tTC.U located on 
~ 

CotvrR~L &tvJ.._ the (.rE: ~ ~.c..:-,; 

2. The CSD disconnect unit can be reset only to~hen the aircraft is C»J --==-·---
_I<...;_R;.;E:;;;.__G=.;...RJ>..;:;;..._· _____ and the engine is ...:Sr=...:.Al;;..;..;:l;;;:L=------

--
3. To prevent d~age to the CSD disconnect unit you should never disconnect 

when the ~ngine is ~1[497t- or below Lu; speed. 
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Answers to review questions. 

1. switch 

flight engineer's electrical panel. 

2. on the ground ---
static 

3. static idle 

Servicing the CSD Oil Tank 

The first thing you should be aware of is that the oil tank is pPessurized. 

Therefore, wait 5 minutes before checking the CSD oil tank. Otherwise, - - - -

~----ir=·=:: ___ ..,.,.._ __ .. 
,_ _____ _.. .... ~---·- --· --··-- ·-
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You can safely remove the CSD oil tank cap,-without the danger of getting 

soaked with oil, after you have waited at least -----~------minutes for the 

pressure to bleed off. 
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· 5 minutes 

Service the oil tank to the filler neck level (Four quarts) with grade MIL

L:-7808 oil. 

The oil tank should be filled to the ~ u .. Lt; (2. 

with grade MtL-Lwl£61) oil. 
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filler neck level 

MIL-L-7808 

That is all the servici.ng required for the CSD Oil tank. 
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